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Abstract

To explore the question whether the Hall effect removes the un-
physical feature of ideal magnetohydrodynamics of predicting unstable
small wavelength kinks near any elliptic magnetic stagnation line,
a spectral analysis is performed of the motion of an incompressible
plasma about cylindrical Z-pinch equilibria with circular sections. The
eigenvalue loci in the complex frequency plane are derived for the equili-
brium with constant current density. These show that every particular
mode becomes stable as the Hall parameter exceeds a critical value. However,
this critical value is a decreasing function of the ideal growth rate and
has a pole at the origin, implying that there always remains an infinite
reservoir of slowly growing instabilities. Correspondingly, for equilibria
with arbitrary current distributions, the stability criterion is unaffected
by the Hall term.



1. Introduction

A magnetic stagnation line is a curve which consists of magnetic stagnation
points, i.e. of points where the magnetic field vanishes. Such lines occur in
magnetic fields with closed field lines, such as Z-pinches (e.q., the EXTRAP
experiment in Stockholm [l])and field reversed 0-pinches. Unlike a hyperbolic
stagnation line at which a separatrix intersects itself, an elliptic stagnation
line is encircled by closed magnetic field lines.

Plasma equilibria with elliptic stagnation lines have the peculiar property
of being unstable according to linearized ideal magnetohydrodynamics, independently
of the shape of the line, and independently of the current density profile. This
follows from the ballooning stability criterion for closed line equilibria [2],
The unstable eigenmodes are localized about the stagnation line, and they are
of the "kink ballooning" type, i.e., they correspond to a shift away from the
stagnation line (m=1) and have arbitrarily small wavelengths along it (k-*»). Their
growth rates equal the inverse of the time in which an Alfvén wave travels once
around the stagnation line, i.e., once along a closed magnetic field line.

The variational principle of nonlinear ideal magnetohydrodynamics O M I ,
and in particular its closed-line version Ö>], states that minimizing the
potential energy subject to the constraints of conservation of mass, entropy,
and magnetic flux, yields a stable equilibrium. Since conservation of flux
implies conservation of elliptic stagnation lines, this variational principle
seems to imply that there are stable equilibria with such lines, i.e.» that
each unstable equilibrium of this kind is just deformed into a stable one. This
paradox is resolved by observing that the state of minimum potential need not
possess any smoothness properties, and thus may be unphysicai. Indeed, the
singular structure of the eigenmodes of the linear theory suggests that the
stagnation line is deformed into an infinitely long helix-like curve with
infinitely small increment which perhaps is located infinitely close to the wall.

We conclude that the unphysical ideal behaviour of elliptic stagnation
lines is not just a result of the linearization which is removed by nonlinear
effects, but rather an unpleasant property of the nonlinear ideal model Itself
which can be cured only by nonideal effects. Since the ideal theory assumes that



various characteristic lengths (in particular, the gyration radius) are
small compared to the wave length of the perturbation, its validity for
ballooning modes with their small wavelengths is indeed questionable. Even
though the ideal ballooning mode theory is sometimes meaningful (viz., if
it approximates global modes, as for instance in tokamaks 0>]),this is
certainly not so near a stagnation point where the gyration radius is so
large that the ideal theory is questionable even for global modes. Accordingly.
it is not at all surprising that stable plasmas have been observed in experi-
ments with stagnation lines (e.g., in EXTRAP (7j) despite of the catastrophic
prediction of ideal magnetohydrodynamics.

While it is conceivable that such stable behaviour, as far as global
modes are concerned, can be explained with the ideal theory (e.g. by good
curvature of pa«-ts of the magnetic field lines due to external currents),
the ballooning kinks, being independent of the geometry, must be shown to be
stable due to non-ideal effects. It is illuminating to note that these modes
belong to the continuous spectrum [7]. Unlike discrete modes which depend
continuously upon parameters, the continuum changes discontinuously (or even
disappears) as a singular perturbation is introduced. Therefore, the
ballooning spectrum is expected to depend extremely sensitively upon non-ideal
parameters which increase the order of the underlying differential equations,
and it is sufficient to consider small values of such parameters in order to
decide whether the (k-H-end of the spectrum becomes stable.

Among the variety of non-ideal effects which offer themselves as
candidates, we choose the Hall effect. The Hall-model, as obtained from the
two-fluid magnetohydrodynamic equations In the limit of vanishing mass ratio
(m /ny-0), consists of the momentum equation

NdU/dt = -7P + J x B, 0)

the induction law

3B/3t + 7 x E * 0,



Ohm's law

E+UxB = lm i/eN)(JxB-VPe), (3)

the entropy conservation law

d(PN"Y)/dt = 0,

the mass conservation law

3N/at+V»(NU) = 0, (5)

Faraday's law

J = VxB (6)

and the flux conservation law

V'B = 0 (7)

Here all symbols have their usual meaning. The Ideal model arises from these
equations by merely neglecting the right hand side of Ohm's law (the Hall term).
We shall assume that this term Is small.

As the simplest prototype equilibria with an elliptic magnetic stagnation
line we consider cylindrical Z-pinches with circular cross sections. In
cylindrical coordinates (r,0,z), all equilibrium quantities are functions of
r only, the magnetic field has only a 9-component denoted by B(r), the current



density has only a z-component (given by J(r)»(rB)'/r), and the pressure
2

balance is given by P'+BB'+B /r=0, where primes denote derivatives with
respect to r. The axis r=0 is a stagnation line because finite J(0) requires
B(0)=0.

If the perturbations about such an equilibrium are Fourier- decomposed
by putting them proportional to expi(ut+m8+kz), the ideal theory predicts
[8] that the fastest growing instabilities (largest negative part of the
frequency u) are those with large k (ballooning modes). For m^O the corres-
ponding stability criterion [9,10] is

(rB 2)' < (m 2-l)B 2 (8)

while for m=0 (flutes) it is (PrY/BY)'>0.The criterion (8) 1s most restrictive
for m=+l (kinks); it is violated near the axis unless the magnetic field
vanishes identically. The ideal kink ballooning spectrum consists of point eigen-
values with spacing 0(l/k) which fill a finite interval of the imaginary axis
centered by the origin, as well as a similar interval of the real axis. In
the limit k-«» this is a continuum.

It is our aim to see how the Hall term perturbes this continuum, and
how it modifies the criterion (8).



2. Linearized equations

In the limit of incompressibility (Y-*°°) equations (1-7) are consis-
tent with N=const. The conservation laws for entropy and mass then reduce to

= 0 (9)

and the electron pressure P drops out. The induction law, after E and J are

eliminated with the help of Ohm's law and the momentum equation, then takes

the forr

3B/3t = VxlUxB) - In^./ejvxdll /dt (10)

The momentum equation, after J is eliminated with the help of Faraday's law,

and after the plasma pressure P is replaced by the total pressure

n=P+B2/2, takes the form

pdU/dt = - VII + (B«V)B (11)

The three equations (9-11), together with suitable boundary conditions*
presumably constitute a reasonable initial value problem [10]. The flux
conservation (7), when imposed initially, holds forever.

When linearized about a static equilibrium,

VII = (B.v)B , V'B = 0, (12)

when Fourier decomposed with respect to time by assuming a time dependence
expiut, and when non-dimensional i zed by introducing some characteristic
magnetic field strength BQ and some characteristic length rQ and then using



-1/2
the Alfvén speed U. = BQN ' and the Alfvén frequency u>A = U./rQ as

characteristic quantities, eqs. (9-11) become

i uu + 7ir - (B«7Jb - (b«V)B = 0 (13)

i tub = Vx(uxB - iaieu) (14)

y . u = 0 (15)

where little letters denote the perturbations of the quantities denoted by

corresponding capital letters. The Hall parameter e is defined by

e 2 - m 2 / e 2 N r 2 (16)

thus being the ratio of characteristic Alfvén frequency and characteristic

gyration frequency. With suitable boundary conditions, eqs. (13-15) constitute

an eigenvalue problem with eigenvalueso>. While this problem, after elimina-

ting b, is linear in w and sel fad;

this is no longer the case if e>0.

2 ?
ting b, is linear in w and sel fad joint if e=0, implying that u is real,

Assuming a Z-pinch equilibrium, we choose the radius of the plasma

boundary as characteristic length, and BQ-B(r ). Our linearized equations

(13-15), when Fourier decomposed in 8 and z, and when written in components,

are now
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i(uu + Dir - imBb • 20b = 0
r r O

. -1
i u i u . + imr v - ( r B ' + 2 B ) b - imBb. , = 0o r o

icou + ikir - imgb = 0

- imBur • iu>e(imr~ uz - ikufl) = 0

iwb ^ + rg'u + i
r Z

(17)

iwb - imBu + icoelr" Dru - imr" u ) = 0z z o r

r" D r u + i m r " u . + i k u _ = 0
' O Z

Here g=B/r, and D=d/dr. In addition to boundary conditions at r=l, we have

the regularity conditions rur=0(r'
m') and rb =0(r'm') at r=0 for m/0.

The case m=o has been studied by other authors Dl»12] and ^ not considered

here.

It is a straightforward though tedious matter to eliminate algebraically

all dependent variables except for u p from the system (17). Since the result

is extremely involved in general, we shall write it down only for the special

cases in which it is actually needed. Instead we give a fairly simple

general 2x2 system for the unknowns up and Ug. This is best written in the

symbolic form

= 0 , L21X- (18)

Here

X = r u r , Y = i r u 0 (19)

and the operators L are given by



•11
DAr ' ] D - k 2 r ' ] f - 2u><5B'r~1D

12
+ DAr"1 - k Z r " 1 g - ZwoB' r" 2 )

22

m((Jj6D8r'1D -

kW1,

- k Z r ' 1 g - 2u>öB'D)

where

f = A - 2 r S ' B + a ) 6 ( 2 8 - r 6 ' ) p " 2

g = 2 3 2 + U ) 6 B ( 1 + P " 2 ;

' 1 1 ) ( l + p " 2 ) + 2w6Bp"2

The Hall parameter e has been replaced by

(20)

(21)

6 = ek (22)

the quantity

p = kr/m (23)

is a stretched radius, and the quantity

A = m 2B 2 - a)2 • 2o)6B (24)

describes the ideal Alfvén continua.

Since the operator L,2 does not contain differentiation, its inversion
is trivial, and the single equation for up has the symbolic form

<L11 + (25)
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It has no symmetry properties unless the operator L,, is formally self-adjoint
and the two operators L ^ and L~^ are the formal adjoints of each other. This
is the case if the last terms in the definitions of these three operators
can be neglected, i.e. if B'=0 (constant current density), or if u> is small
(slow time variations), or if r is small (to study the singularity caused by
the coordinate system). These are the only cases which we will consider, and
eq. (25) then takes the more explicit form

(D 2F ( )r'
1C 2 • k 2DF 1r'

1D = 0 126)

where

2 2 2
F- = m w 6 h

F2 = -f+m
2g2h -

-2 -2 2 2
')p'

1 (gh)']'P'2 - Ar3(r"2gh)'p'2 >

127)
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3. Boundary conditions

We will show that the boundary conditions and the regularity conditions,
even though they define the spectrum, are unessential in that the eigenvalue
loci of the ballooning modes are independent of them. In other words» these
eigenvalues form curves in the complex plane which are independent of the
boundary conditions; only the positions of the eigenvalues on the curves
depend on them.

For the sake of definiteness we nevertheless choose the boundary conditions
u =0 and b =0. These correspond to a perfectly conducting rigid wall, and
they have the advantage of resembling the regularity conditions. In order to
formulate the conditions upon X we express b in terms of ur to obtain

>r = mB[l-2w5k(I+p"2)-a)262 l l+p"2)2

+ ( i )
252k'Zh(2p"2 r '1D + (Up " 2 ) rD r " 1 D)] r u p

(28)

At the boundary (r=1), using the boundary condition upon u , i.e.

X = 0 (29)

we infer from eq. (28) that the boundary condition upon b is equivalent to

(l+p2)x"*(l-p2)X' * 0 (30)

At the axis (r=0) using the regularity condition upon u_, i.e.

X = 0(r> m |) (31)

we infer that the regularity condition upon br is equivalent to
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X" + r " V - m2r"2X = 0(r'ml) (32)

We emphasize that the boundary condition (30) and the regularity condition
(32) arise only if e#); in the ideal case (£=0) u is proportional to b
so that we have only the two conditions (29) and (21). This is consistent
with the fact that eq. (26) is of fourth order if e/0, but only of second
order if e=0.

To discuss the implications of the regularity conditions, we now give the
asymptotic forms of eq. (26) for small r explicitly. For ejH) this is

(Dr" 1Dr 3Dr" 1D-2m 2Dr' 1D + m 2(m 2-4)r~ 3)X = 0 (33J

while for e=0 it is

(DrD - m 2r" 1)X = 0 (34)

Eq. (33) has the four solutions

X = r a, a = (-|m|, - | in J + 2, |m| ,|*|+ 2 ) , (35)

while eq. (32) has the two solutions

X = ra, a • (-m.m) (36)

Among the four solutions for e#), exactly the two smaller ones satisfy both
regularity conditions (31) and (32), while among the two solutions for e«0,
exactly the smaller one satisfies the regularity condition (31). Hence the
regularity conditions, as they should, act like ordinary boundary conditions,
viz., they admit exactly as many independent solutions as are required in order
that the differential equation (26) constitutes a reasonable eigenvalue problem.
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4. Constant current density

Our eigenvalue problem simplifies considerably if the current density

is constant because then B(r)=l, and eq. (26) is valid. As far as the plasma

behaviour near the stagnation line is concerned, we believe that this case

is generic at least as long as the current density does not vanish at the

stagnation line.

Assuming that z is small, we observe that it has a finite effect if

k is so large that <S is finite. This leads us to adopt the scaling

k 2 » l , 6 = 0(1) (37)

Then

F 0 = m 2 u ) 2 6 2 / A + 0 ( P " 2 ) |
i

1 = A-2m 2
u > 6(2 + U ) 6)/A +0(p"

2) \

2 /A + 0(P"2)

Since A is a constant if 3^1, the coefficients are constant everywhere except

in a boundary layer of thickness 0(m/k) at the origin where P is finite.

Let us, for a moment, exclude this boundary layer by considering a

tubular plasma domain, thus assuming a second perfectly conducting rigid wall

at r=a with a<l. Equation (26) is then solved in the interval a<r<1 with the
2 7~ 7

boundary conditions (29) and (30) at both end points. If k » m /a , we have
2
p » 1 throughout. The second boundary condition then reduces to XH=0, and the
coefficients F̂  are constant throughout.

Equation (26) now is readily solved using the WKB method. This yields,

to leading order,

X * r 1 / 2sink$(r-a), (42)

where the phase increment $ takes the values
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• - mr/n-a)k (43)

with an arbitrary integer r. which counts the radial nodes. For given n
(and hence <J>), the eigenvalues w are determined by the elkonai equation

F / 4 - F ^ 2 • F2 = 0 (44)

Since the possible values of 4> have spacing 0(l/ic), the eigenvalues are
closely spaced, too, and the eigenvalue loci are determined by assigning
arbitrary real values to 4>.
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5. Boundary layer

Next we show that the same eigenvalue loci are obtained if the axis
with its boundary layer is included. Note that this is not the same
as letting a+0 (which would trivially lead to the same loci because these
are obviously independent of a). We rather have to consider eq. (26)
(within the scaling (37)) in the full interval 0<r<1 (thus keeping the
p-dependence of the coefficients), subject to the boundary conditions
X=0 and X"=0 at r=1, and subject to the regularity condition that X is a
linear combination of r'"1' and r'1"'*2 at r=0.

If we introduce, instead of r, the independent variable p defined by the
stretching transformation (23), eq. (26) becomes

( D P F O P " 1 D P

The coefficients, when expressed in terms of p, are independent of the
expansion parameter k. They are functions of p for p=0(l), but constants
for P » 1 . Therefore, the parameter k now enters the problem only through
the location of the boundary which is now at p=k/ra.

Let Xj and X2 be two independent solutions of eq. (45) which satisfy
the two regularity conditions at P»0. For P » l , each of these becomes some
linear combination of four independent WKB solutions,

V p V 2 ^ D» u v
t X p ( 1 l l p f v ) + P w v

e X P ( - 1 m p *v^' (46)

2 2
Here ̂  and *£ are the two solutions of the eikonal equation (44) (which 1s
quadratic in <r). For definiteness, we choose signs such that klm+ <0. The

XT'

coefficients a and 6yv
are $ome functions of »(and, of course, of the

parameters m and 6) which are determined by solving eq. (45) across the
boundary layer. All we have to know about these 1s that they are independent
of k.
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Imposing the boundary conditions upon a linear combination of
yields the dispersion relation

and X.,

X 1 X 2 " X 1 X 2 = (47)

Inserting the exprersion (46) into this, Me obtain, to leading order.

• e21exp(-ik»1)](i12exp(ik*2) + e12exp(-k*2fl = 0

(48)

Now suppose that both •1 and $ 2 have an imaginary part 0(1). Th«r» exp(-ik$y
is negligible for both v-1 and v*2, and the dispersion relation (48) reduces
to a.^-.-a^a.^O. Being Independent of k, this cannot yield eigenvalues
with spacing 0(l/k). Hence one of the phase increments must be approximately
real. This proves our assertion that the eigenvalue loci are given by the
eikonal equation (44) with real $..

In order to actually compute the possible values of • (which determine
the positions of the eigenvalues u ) , we now put •,»• and assume that this has
only a small imaginary part, while ^ has a finite imaginary part. The
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dispersion relation (48) then can be written as

exp(2ik*) = *(•) (49)

where

Here the coefficients a p v and 3yv, which were functions of « originally, are
viewed as functions of •, obtained by solving the eikonal equation (44) for
w($). Hence ttft) is a known function. To leading order, eq. (49) is equivalent
to

Re* = O n • arg(*(Re*))]/2k (51),

Im+ * -log|*(Re*)|/2k (52)

with an arbitrary integer n. The f irs t equation serves to
determine the real parts of the possible values of + , they
are in the intervals

(n-l/2)ir/k < Re* <

The second equation serves to determine the SUMII imginary part of • from
its real part. For large n we have

(53)

which 1s exactly what one obtains in the tubular pinch by putting the radius of
the Inner wall equal to zero in eq. (43).

The result of this section can be interpreted by saying that the boundary
layer defines certain boundary conditions upon the HKB solutions, but that
the eigenvalue lod are independent of these. An almost Identical consider-
ation shows that these loci are also Independent of the boundary conditions
at the wall.
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6. Eigenvalue loci

We have shown that the eigenvalues u are governed by the eikonal equation

(44) with real •. When written out explicitly using eqs. (41) for the Fy and

eq. (24) for A(with 6=1), this becomes

p 2 ( w 2 - 2 « w - m 2 ) 2 - « 2(p 2fi« +2)
2 = 0 (54)

where P2=l+*2, and hence l<p<-. Since 6=ek and p2*l+w2n2/k2, eq. (54) yields

the coaplex eigenfrequencies as functions of the three mode numbers m,n, and

k (and of the Hall parameter e). There is a degeneracy in thatw depends only
2

on three combinations of these four parameters. The two parameters m and &
label different eigenvalue curves, and the parameter P traces each curve.

Obviously, varying p is equivalent to varying n while keeping e,m, and k

fixed.

The following symmetries are evident:

(1) Complex eigenvalues occur in complex conjugate pairs, i.e., the spectrum

is symmetric to the real axis

(2) The eigenvalues are independent of the sign of m

(3) Changing the sign of k changes the sign of u, i.e. the spectrum 1s

symmetric to the origin. Together with the symmetry to the real axis,

this implies symmetry to the imaginary axis.

Being of fourth degree, the dispersion relation (54) has four roots

corresponding to four eigenvalue curves. The roots arising for p-1 will be

called "starting points", while those arising for p*»w111 be called "end

points".

Equation (54) splits into the two quadratic equations

p(w2-26u>-m2) •|m|(p26u)+2) - 0 (55)
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It is convenient to identify the ambiguous sign with the sign of m by
rewriting eq. (55) as

2 7
pu • (mp-2)p6u + 2m - m p = 0 (56)

thus associating one pair of eigenvalues with each sign of m even though in
reality each sign of m yields the same two pairs.

Let us first discuss the ideal spectrum (e=0). The roots of eq. (-
are now

a) = • (m 2-2m/p) 1 / Z (57)

All eigenvalues are real if m/H. If »=lt those arising for 1<p<2 are
imaginary.The l'm!=l)-eigenvalue loci are shown in Figure 1. The four curves
start at the four solid points, follow the arrows, and end at the two
points u>=+l (which represent the Alfvén continua in the present case of constant
current density). For |mj>2 the curves are similar except that all four starting
points are real. The end points are at w*+|m|. The ideal spectrum is degenerate
in that the eigenvalue curves are independent of k; only the positions of the
eigenvalues depend on it (if k is Increased they move towards the starting
points).

With the Hall term present (6*0, the real portions of the eigenvalue
curves are completely different in that their end points are not the Alfvén
continua anymore, but rather the origin and plus or minus infinity. For
all eigenvalues are again real, and for m»1 they are again complex for some
values of p. These values are in the interval Kp<2 if 6 <4, but in the smaller
interval

1 • (l-4/6 2) 1 / 2 < p < 2 (58)

if 62>4 (the starting points are real if 62>4).The complex portions of the



(m=l)-eigenvalue loci are shown In Figure 2 for several values of 6.

The Hall term has opened up the degeneracy of the Ideal ballooning
spectrum In that the complex portions of Its loci depend on k (through 6).
As a consequence, the whole disk |u| <l is densely filled with eigenvalues In the
limit e*0t while only Its Intersection with the Imaginary axis is filled if
e=0. This discrepancy reflects the non-interchangeability of the two limits
c-*Q and k-*».

To discuss the dependence of the complex eigenvalues upon the Hall para-
meter we note that, for m=l and complex u, the roots of the quadratic dispersion
relation (56) can be written as

Q2-P)/P]1 / 2 (59)

arg(w) = • arctan[} l + 4 / ( p ( 2 - p ) 6 2 f l 1 / 2 (60)

This implies that each particular complex eigenvalue moves along a circle about
the origin i f e is varied while the mode numbers are held fixed. I f E=0 i t is
on the imaginary axis; i f c increases i t moves away from the latter; i f e reaches
the critical value e0 given by

(61)

i t becomes real. Putting «*1o in eq. (57), we express this critical value in
terms of the ideal growth rate,

cj * (Wo2)/k2o2 (62)

Since this is a monotonically decreasing function of <r with a pole at the
origin, stabilization takes place the later the slower the mode grows, and
since there are arbitrary slowly growing modes for arbitrarily large k,
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infinitely many modes remain unstable for any values of e.

To take a close r look at these persistent instabilities, we take m=l

and consider the limit 6-M» in the dispersion relation (56). According to

eq. (58), the eigenvalues are complex if 2(l-l/62)<p<2. Me thus put

p = 2(1 - A/6 2) («F)

in eq. (56) to obtain

62<u2 - 2A6w + A = 0 (64)

This quadratic has complex roots in the interval O<A<1. Their loci are the

circles with radii (2|6|)~ and centers at u*(26) , thus passing through

the origin along the imaginary axis. This implies that, for fixed k with
2 -2
k » e , the unstable modes have radial mode numbers in the interval

7 7 7 7 7
It* - 2 /e * < i r V < k£, (65)

and that the fastest growing mode has the radial mode number

w2n2 = k2 - l / c 2 (66)

and the growth rate

a2 * (4e2k2)"1 (67)
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7. Stability criterion

Our analysis of the constant current density case has shown that the

Hall term leaves the almost marginal eigenvalues unchanged. This suggests

that a stability criterion similar to the ideal criterion (8), if at all,

can be derived by looking at the origin of the complex frequency plane.

Accordingly we consider the differential equation (26) for small w. Again

adopting the scaling (37), we now exploit the fact that the eigenvalue loci

are unaffected by the boundary layer, thus dropping the terms 0(p ) in

the coefficients. The leading order of eq. (26) then is

(u»262D4 • k 2m 2DB 2D - k4K)X = 0 (68)

where

K = (m 2-4)6 2 - rB'B (69)

Being self-adjoint, eq. (68) has the variational property

2 _ k 2<mVlX'l 2 • k2K|X|2>
(o = (70)

62<|X-|2>

where <...> Is the radial average. Equation (70) holds whenever the functional

at its right hand side 1s stationary. Since this functional is bounded from

below, it has a minimum whose sign decides whether there are negative eigen-
2

values w . If the minimum Is positive, there are no negative eigenvalues,

and instability cannot be concluded. If the minimum has a finite negative

value, then there are negative eigenvalues near the origin because the

eigenvalue spacing Is 0(1/k), and the equilibrium is unstable.

Obviously, the functional 1s positive 1f *>0 throughout the Interval

0Xr<1. To show that it can be made negative If K<0 In some sub-interval,

we choose a test function X which vanishes wherever K>0. Then the second

term in the numerator is negative and dominates the first term because of
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2
the large factor k . We conclude that KM) is necessary and sufficient for
the absence of small negative eigenvalues of eq. (68), and hence necessary
for stability. This criterion is easily shown to be identical with the
ideal criterion (8). We thus have the result that every Z-pinch which is
unstable according to the incompressible ideal model is also unstable according
to the incompressible Hall model.
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Figure 1 Ideal kink eigenvalue locus in the

complex frequency plane
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Figure 2 Complex portions of kink eigenvalue loci in the
upper right quadrant of the complex frequency plane
for various values of the Hall parameter
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HALL EFFECT UPON SMALL WAVELENGTH KINK INSTABILITIES
NEAR AN ELLIPTIC MAGNETIC STAGNATION LINE.

G.O. Spies and M. Faghihi, December 1985, 26 p. in English

To explore the question whether the Hall effect removes the un-
physical feature of ideal magnetohydrodynamics of predicting unstable
small wavelength kinks near any el l iptic magnetic stagnation line,
a spectral analysis is performed of the motion of an incompressible
plasma about cylindrical Z-pinch equilibria with circular sections. The
eigenvalue loci in the complex frequency plane are derived for the equili-
brium with constant current density. These show that every particular
mode becomes stable as the Hall parameter exceeds a critical value. However,
this critical value is a decreasing function of the ideal growth rate and
has a pole at the origin, implying that there always remains an infinite
reservoir of slowly growing instabilities. Correspondingly, for equilibria
with arbitrary current distributions, the stability criterion is unaffected
by the Hall term.

Key words: Z-pinch, Hall effect, Kink Instability,
non-ideal effects, stagnation line.


